Registration form: Joint International Symposium Challenging the Research Development and Collaboration Through Online Discussions

Date: 30 November - 3 December, 2020
Venue: Large Lecture Room A & Lecture Hall, Natural Science Large Lecture Hall, Kanazawa University
(Wakura, Kanazawa, Ishikawa Pref.)
TOLL: (+81) 76-284-4961
E-mail: ktsuhnoo.t@kyoto-u.ac.jp
Organizer: Institute of Nature and Environmental Technology, Kanazawa University
* Required

Name (Surname /Given name) *
Matsumoto Aiko

Honorific title *
☐ Pr.
☐ Dr.
☐ Mr.
☐ Ms.
☐ Other:

E-mail *
Meeting link will be sent later to this email address

Nationality *
Japan

Occupation *
Kanazawa University, Institute of Nature and...

Affiliation *

Submit
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